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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.87.
 Improvements

Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

Improvements
1. When rescheduling or removing a booking, and the user is required to confirm the action, the popup page

indicates which bookings will be removed with the strike-through font.

2. Workforce Report SRF139 Split Bookings has been updated with the option to include output fields. [#21922, # 21975]

3. Workforce Report SRF149 Camp Arrivals Departures Date Range has been updated to include the room number. [#21693]

4. Workforce Report SRF114 Transport Manifest has been updated to optionally include a raw data sheet. When included the raw data will be
shown on a second tab in the report. [#20648]

5. Workforce Report SRF244 Frequent Flyer points has been updated to include the Employer and Department. [#21904]

6. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest has been updated to replace the single location criteria with arrival and departure location criteria.
[#21262]

7. Workforce Report SRF301 Workflow User has been updated to include the details of Workflow Groups and the people in them. [#22287]

8. The Links | Existing Bookings page in Workflow has been updated to include the TripId if it is in use. [#22141]

9. When processing a folio document and there are changes to the traveller's details, such as mobile number or email address, these details will be
automatically updated in SAM and Workflow.

10. The Workflow Onsite popup has been updated to add a prefix for the type of pending site travel request, either Add, Reschedule or Remove.
[#22483]

11. The Workflow Task Panel has been updated to show the camp a person is leaving when requesting an OUT/IN booking. [#22482]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where selecting the second transport to be removed via the Transport Search popup would not display the RELOC and Booking

Reference if they were present.

2. Fixed an issue where waitlists were not removed when the confirmed booking was removed via Folio. Additionally, the waitlist promotion has
been updated to correctly remove the person if promotion would cause overbooking. [#21939]

3. Fixed an issue where adding a Booking Reference to a multi-sector which was an OUT transport would incorrectly add the same reference to the
IN transport, even if the IN transport had a different reference number. [#22171]

4. Fixed an issue where Workflow Automatic Approval would not consider Department Filtering when enabled. This could result in Automatic
Approval being incorrectly applied. [#22014]

5. Fixed an issue where the SAM Number was not visible to all approval steps when reactivating a profile via Workflow. [#21241]

6. Fixed an issue where the Room Swap menu was not in the correct location for the Menu Builder.

7. Fixed an issue where Roster Notifications were not sent to the camp when a room was not selected. Roster Notifications will always be sent
regardless of if a room is specified or selected by the system. [#22474]

8. Fixed an issue where sending Workflow requests back to the requestor would duplicate the comment added by the person sending the request.
[#22450]

9. Fixed an issue where the SAM Transport Availability widget on the Dashboard incorrectly included bookings on Drive Transports in the calculation
for capacity utilised. [#22527]

10. Fixed an issue where a Folio Reschedule incorrectly applied a shift status when the existing booking had multiple shift statuses. [#22562]
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